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Let Q be a symmetric operator and (I, a one parameter unitary group in a 
Hilbert space such that (i, dom Qcdom Q and U,QU,* cp = Qqr +xcp for 
cp~dom Q. It is shown by a compactness argment that Q admits a resolution 
Q=j.xF[d,~] with a positive operator valued measure satisfying C/,F[o] rl: = 
F[o + s]. This entails the existence of a selfadjoint extension of Q to a larger space 
satisfying the analogus commutation relation with a suitable extended unitary 
group. This result is generalized to n commuting symmetric operators transformed 
among each other by a representation of an amenable subgroup of the atline group 
in iw”. I(’ 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The commutation relations satisfied by the canonical operators of 
quantum mechanics can be written in the form 
iJ,QU,*=Q-xQ, (1) 
where U., is the unitary group of spatial translations and Q is the position 
operator. This form of the commutation relations has perhaps the most 
direct physical interpretation: the expectation value of the position of the 
particle is shifted by x, if the state of the system is subjected to a translation 
by x. Of course, not only the expectation value but the entire probability 
distribution of positions should be shifted by x, i.e., 
U,E[a] q= E[o + xl, (2) 
where E[ .] denotes the spectral measure of Q and c c R is any Bore1 set. 
A famous theorem of von Neumann [I] asserts that up to the trivial 
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operation of enlarging the Hilbert space by a tensor factor on which U, 
and Q act trivially and up to unitary equivalence there is only one 
pair ( U,, Q) satisfying (1 ), and, accordingly, only one pair ( U,X, EC. 1) 
satisfying (2), namely the usual “Schriidinger representation.” 
It is natural to start from the relations (1) and (2) in the attempt to 
define quantum mechanical observables describing the arrival time of a 
quantum system at a counter (i.e., a very common type of laboratory 
experiments). The group U would then be the time evolution and Q an 
“arrival time operator.” However, a selfadjoint time operator cannot exist, 
since by von Neumann’s theorem this would force the Hamiltonian (i.e., 
the generator of U) to be unbounded below, which is false for all systems 
of physical interest. On the other hand, it is easy to construct for typical 
time evolutions symmetric (but not selfadjoint) operators Q satisfying (1) 
on their U,-invariant domain. It is also possible to construct positive 
operator valued (but not projection valued) measures atisfying (2). Such 
measures have the same statistical interpretation as the more commonly 
considered projection valued ones and will hence be called “observables” 
[2] below. It is clear that condition (2) implies (1) for the operator 
Q = J x E[dx] (defined on a suitable domain, see below). Therefore, it is 
natural to ask whether every symmetric operator satisfying (1) arises in this 
way. That this indeed the case is the central result of this note. 
It turns out that this also solves a question arising in the structure theory 
[335] of symmetric solutions of (1). A basic example of such an operator 
is the differentiation operator Q = i(d/dk) with zero boundary conditions 
on a finite interval, where U, acts by multiplication with exp( -ikx). 
Intuitively, Q tries to generate a shift on the interval, but is prevented from 
doing so since the would-be shift k -+ k + 5 (represented by “exp i(Q”) 
reaches the boundary of the interval. In this example one can remove the 
obstruction by extending the interval to the whole real line. Hence, Q 
admits a selfadjoint extension (or “dilation”) on an enlarged Hilbert space. 
The question is, whether this is always the case, i.e., whether for any sym- 
metric operator Q satisfying (1) we may find a larger Hilbert space 5, in 
which Q admits a selfadjoint extension Q and U., extends to a group U’, 
such that the extended objects again satisfy (1). In this case it is clear from 
von Neumann’s theorem that (assuming separability for simplicity) 
5 N L?‘( R, dk; H), the space of R-valued square integrable functions on IF&! 
for some Hilbert space H, where UX acts by multiplication with exp( - ikx), 
and Q is the derivative. The original space is then obtained as the range of 
a projection P of the form (P+)(k) = P(k) e(k) for a measurable family of 
projections P(k) in R. The obstructions against the exponentiation of the 
original operator Q can then be tracked to variations in P(k). 
It is well known that positive operator-valued measures can be “dilated” 
to projection valued measures on a larger Hilbert space [2]. This result is 
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best understood as a special case of Stinespring’s dilation theorem 161. In 
the “covariant” case (see Section III below) this theory is a natural exten- 
sion of the imprimitivity theorem [7; 8; 9, Theorem 4.1.11. The dilation 
problem for Q will be reduced to this theory, once we establish existence 
and properties of resolutions E[ ‘1 for the operator Q. In this way we shall 
show that any symmetric operator satisfying (1) admits a dilation. This 
conclusion has also been obtained in 14, Theorem 151 for the special case 
in which one of the indices of Q is finite and in [3, Theorem 6.11 for the 
case in which the multiplicity of the spectrum of U is finite. 
In Section II the basic results concerning the relation between positive 
operator valued measures (“observable?) and symmetric operators will be 
established. This theory is largely standard [ 10, 111, except for a compact- 
ness result for the set of observables resolving a given operator, which is 
crucial in the present application. In Section III the additional element of 
a unitary group U, and the conditions (1) and (2) will be considered. 
There the results announced above will be proven together with the 
strongest generalization of these results which can be obtained without 
strain, which concerns n-tuples of commuting symmetric operators afftnely 
transformed among each other by the unitary action of an amenable group. 
The author is indebted to K. Schmiidgen for pointing out that the dila- 
tion problem for Q was considered open and for valuable hints considering 
the earlier literature. 
II. SYMMETRIC OPERATORS AND THEIR RESOLUTIONS 
An observable over R in a Hilbert space $ is a linear map 
F: go(R) + B(5), such that f > 0 3 F(f) > 0 and 11 F(f)11 < (1 f II Ix:. The set 
of observables will be denoted by VI. For cp, II/ E sj the linear functional 
f~ (cp, F(f) ti) defines a regular Bore1 measure on R, which will be 
denoted by (cp, F[.] $). Thus (cp, F(f) $) =ff(x) (cp, F[dx] $). Since 
the measures (cp, F[ .] $ ) are bounded, we may use this equation to define 
a bounded operator F(f) for any bounded measurable functions f: R + C. 
The linear map F is an algebraic homomorphism iff F[a] is a projection 
for every Bore1 set 0, i.e., F[ .] is the spectral measure of a selfadjoint 
operator. The term “observable” derives from the interpretation of 
(cp, F[a] cp) as the probability for obtaining a reading t E 0 in an experi- 
ment, in which an apparatus described by F is applied to a pure quantum 
state cp. 
The convex set W of observables will be equipped with the topology 
induced by all functionals FH (cp, F(f) (I/ ) with cp, $ E sj and f~ a,,( IL?). 
Clearly, WI is compact with this topology. In the *-weak topology of !-IL%($) 
the limit F( 1) of the increasing bounded net { F(f)1 .f~ C&,(W), ,f< 1) exists. 
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An observable FE 9.R will be called normalized, if F( 1) = Il. The set of 
normalized observables is a face of %R but not closed, since 1 4 t&,(lF!). 
The dilution theorem [lo, 121 for observables tates that for any FEYJI 
there is a Hilbert space &, an operator V: sj -+ $J with 11 VII < 1 and an 
observable p over Iw in 5, such that $ is an algebraic homomorphism and 
F(f) = V*&“) I’ f or all f~ &( Iw). F is unique up to unitary transforma- 
tions if one requires in addition that p(K,,([w)) l4j is dense in 5. For any 
FEYA we set D(F)= {cp~$lfx*(cp, F[dx] cp) < CD}. Using the dilation 
theorem it is easy to show [ 121 that contrary to a statement in [ 1 l] the 
norm limit Q~cp=lim,,,Sf:x.F[dx]cp exists for all DEB and 
defines a symmetric operator QF on B(F). Moreover, f x*((p, F[dx] q) - 
II Q+p II2 3 0. This quantity is called the variance form of F. An observable 
Fe!91 is called variance free, if F is normalized, D(F) is dense in $ and 
II Q+P II * = s x’((P, FCdxl q > for all v E W’). 
Clearly, every spectral measure defines a variance free observable. Thus 
variance free observables appear as a natural generalization of spectral 
measures. It turns out that every symmetric operator Q can be represented 
as a restriction of an operator of the form QF with F variance free. This 
theory is due to Naimark [lo] and presented in the textbook of Akhiezer 
and Glazman [ 111. For the application at hand, we need some additional 
information concerning the relation between a symmetric operator Q and 
its “resolutions” or “spectral functions” [ 111 F with Q c QF. This will be 
provided in Proposition 2 and Corollary 3 below. First we need the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. Let FEYA he an observable over [w in Sj and set RF(z) = 
F x x z . k,‘,: IA - 1 L et q~, $ E 5 such that V,,C,Iw R,(z) 9 = (21 +z. RF(z)) cp. 
(1) llc~ll~=<(~,FUh) 
(2) (~,F(l)~)=S~~(~,FCdxl~D<co 
(3) FU)~=~xFCW (p=Q+p. 
Proof (l)For IE[W, A#O, we have 
(P.Cn)-~~~~~FCd~l~) 
= Re(cp, (Q + iiR,(iA)) cp) = Re(rp, R,(G) (1/). 
Since I) RF(z)11 d I Im zI -’ the right-hand side is bounded by / 2) -’ 1) rp 1) .
I/ $ I/ and the left-hand side tends to zero as i + co. 
(2) (ti> RF(z) rl/> = (ti> (Q +z&(z)) cp> = ($> cp> +z(Rd3 $9 cp> 
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= (i, cp) +r(cp, cp) +t;‘(cp, R,..(z) q). Using Eq. (1) the imaginary part 
of this equation becomes, for r = ii., 1. E iw, 
Adding to this the same equation with 3, H -i. we conclude 
Im ($, cp) = 0. We multiply this equation by i. Then both integrands 
increase monotonically as 3. + + cci and the left integral tends to the finite 
value ($, F( 1) $). Consequently, the limiting integrand x2 of the right 
integral is integrable with respect to (cp, F[ .] cp) and we have Eq. (2). 
(3) By (2) we have (PE n(F), so the integral converges in norm. 
In order to check its value we compute for arbitrary ~~43 and 3.~ [w the 
quantity 
.” 
i 
5 (x, F[dx] cp) = -iA. (x, (Q + iLRp(d)) cp) 
= -U(x, &(ii) $> =J$$ (x, F[dx] $). 
In the limit 1, + zS this becomes (x, Q,;(p) = (x, F( 1) II/). 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Q he u densely defined symmetric operator and 
FE 9X. Let 6, V, p he the dilution of F und R,;(z) = j (x-z) ’ F[d,x]. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) VqEdomQ VZE@\R: R,(z)(Q-z)rp=cp 
(2) F(l)=~,Q~Q,,andV’cp~domQ:~~Qcp~~’=~x*(cp,F[d,x]cp) 
(3) F(l)=Q, V dom Qcdom(Qe)n V$j, and VcpEdom Q: VQcp= 
QPVCP. 
Proof (1) * (2) We apply Lemma 1 with II/ = Q(p. By (1) of the 
lemma and the density of dom Q we have F( 1) = II. By (2) we have 
dom Q c dom Q,;, and by (3) : $ = Q(p = QF(p. 
(2) = (3) The inclusion of domains is immediate. For cp E dom Q and 
any bounded interval 0 c R we have: 
s 2 x’(cp, F[dx] cp) - xF[dx] cp YE0 j” c7 /I 
=.I 
d-x d<x’(E[dx] VC/I, (Ii - VV*), @[dx’] Vcp). 
I, I’E” 
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By assumption the left-hand side tends to 1 x2(cp, F[dx] cp) - II Q(p iI2 = 0 
as (T increases to R. Hence \I( 1 - IV*) QeP’q II2 = 0 and QpVcp = 
VV*QpVq = VQF~ = VQ(p, since I’*QpVq and QF(p are defined on a(F) 
by the same norm convergent integral. 
(3)=+-(l) Since V*V=Q, we have for cpEdomQ: R,(z)(Q-z)cp= 
V*RF(z) V(Q-z)q= V*Rp(z)(Qp-z) Vcp=I’*Vcp=cp. 1 
If the conditions of this proposition are satisfied, F is called a resolution 
of Q. The set of resolutions of a densely defined symmetric operator Q will 
be denoted by m(Q). Since V is an isometry, we may identify 5 with the 
subspace I+jc 5. Thus Qp is a selfadjoint extension of Q “on a larger 
Hilbert space.” With any such extension we may associate a resolution F 
of Q by setting F(f) = V*p(=(f) V for allfE O,(R) with the spectral measure 
P of Q+ The equivalence (2) o (3) is also treated in [ 11, Section 1111. In 
[ll, Section 1121 it is shown, that Q is maximally symmetric iff YJI(Q) 
reduces to a single point. Of course, this unique resolution coincides with 
the spectral resolution for selfadjoint Q. 
The characterization (1) of resolutions has the important consequence 
that we may check the relation FE ‘33(Q) for a given observable FE ‘!JJl by 
checking equations for matrix elements (cp, F(f) $) with f E C&,(R). This 
leads to the following corollary, which shows, that although the set of 
normalized observables is not compact, its subsets %X(Q) are compact. 
COROLLARY 3. For any densely defined symmetric operator Q, !lJl(Q) is 
a closed non-empty face of ‘9X. 
Proof: m(Q) is non-empty, since any symmetric operator may be 
extended to a selfadjoint operator on a larger Hilbert space [ll, 
Section Ill]. W(Q) is closed as the intersection of the closed sets 
{FE’~I((x,R~(z)IC/)=(X,~~)} for ~~53, cpEdomQ and ti=(Q-z)c~. 
For showing that YJI(Q) is a face, we use characterization (2) of the 
proposition: Let F= CF=, AiF, with N < cc, %, 30, and C Ai= 1, F,E%N, 
and FE m(Q). Then D(Fi) 1 ni D(F,) = D(F) I> dom Q and for q E dom Q: 
IlQ(~ll’ = IlQ~~I12~IIC~~Q~,~l12~C~~ llQ,~I12~C~iS~2(~,F,CdXl CP> 
= j x2((p, F[dx] cp) = /I Q(p I12. Tightness of the first inequality implies 
QP;(p = QF(p = Q(p and tightness of the second inequality implies 
SX’<V~FiCdxl ~P)=~~QF,~PII~=~~Q~PI~~~ I 
III. COVARIANCE WITH RESPECT TO A UNITARY GROUP 
In this section we shall consider a fixed unitary strongly continuous one- 
parameter group x H U, in 9. An observable FE ‘$8 will be called couariant 
with respect to U, if for all f E Cl&( IF!): U,F( f) U: = F(f,), where fY( y) = 
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f’(~‘- s). The set of covariant observables will be denoted by ‘IJ{,,. It is 
useful to look at !UI,’ as the set of fixed points of an action c( of R on \JJ{, 
defined by (a,F)(.f) = U?F(J’,) U, for,f’E&,(R) and .YE R. It is easy to see 
that for FEYJ~, the domain B(F) is invariant under U, and for cp~a(F) 
we have U,Q,:Uzq = (Q,..- XII ) cp. This suggests the following definition: 
a densely defined symmetric operator Q is called couuriant with respect 
to Uiffor all XERU, domQcdomQ and for qEdomQ:U,QUTq= 
Q(p -xcp. This is the structure studied in [3~-51. 
It easy to see [12-141 that for the dilation !& V, p of a U,-covariant 
observable F the equation fi,F(,r’) k’q = p(,(f,) VU, cp defines a strongly 
continuous unitary group fi, on !& for which E becomes a covariant 
observable and .!I?, V= VU,.. 
THEOREM 4. Let x H U, he a strongly continuous unitary group on a 
Hilhert space 5j and Q u U,-covariant, densely defined symmetric operator. 
Then 
(1 ) Q admits u covariant resolution. 
(2) There are a Hilbert space 5 3 5j, a selfadjoint operator & and a 
unitary group 0, on 5 such that fi’, r 5 = U, and 0 1 dom Q = Q 
and 0 is ii,-covariant. 
Proof. (2) immediately follows from (1 ), Proposition 2, and the obser- 
vation that the dilation F of F is a covariant observable. 
To prove (1) consider the action CY of R on W introduced above. We 
show that the covariance condition for Q entails that cc,W(Q) cYJI(Q). 
A straightforward computation yields 
R,,,(z)(Q -z) cp = U;R,(z + x) UJQ - z) cp 
= UfR,(z + x)(Q - (z + x)) U,cp = U:U,(p = cp. 
Hence a,F is again a resolution for Q. Hence, by Kakutani’s theorem 
[ 15, Theorem V.10.61, c1 has a fixed point in the non-empty compact 
convex set 9X(Q). 1 
The ideas in this proof easily extend to the following more general situa- 
tion: Consider n < a symmetric operators Q r , . . . . QII defined on a common 
dense domain 9 in a Hilbert space 9 and a subgroup G of the affine group 
of R”. The elements g= (A, a) E G act on R” as (gx),, = C, A,,px,, + a,. 
(v = 1 . . . n). The group G will be considered to be equipped with a 
topology making this action continuous. The tuple (Q,, . . . . Q,,) is said to be 
covariant with respect to a unitary representation U of G in !& if for 
g=(A,a)EG and cp~9: 
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This can be written in a more compact form using the set of affine 
functionals A~~([W”)={~:[W”-~[W(~(X)=~~+C:=,~,,~,;~,E[W,~=O,...,~} 
with the convention that for [~Aff(R”):[(Q)=r~ll +C:=r~,Q,, as a 
symmetric operator on D. Then the covariance condition becomes 
U,t(Q) uz = 5,(Q) with t,(x) = t(gp’x). 
A physical example of this structure is given by the position operators of 
an elementary quantum system [ 161 or the operators describing mean 
arrival time and mean arrival location on a screen [ 121. 
The following proposition shows that covariance conditions do not 
impose additional constraints for a tuple to admit a selfadjoint extension 
on a larger space. The hypothesis of this proposition implies that the 
operators QV commute in the sense that Im (Q,,(p, Q,(p) = 0 for cp E a. 
This condition is not satisfied in all cases of physical interest. For example, 
the position operators for photons [ 161 can be understood as a connection 
in a Hermitian vector bundle with non vanishing Chern class. Hence the 
curvature form Im (Q,(p, Q,(p ) of this connection cannot vanish. In this 
example one may still construct observables F with Q,, = j x, F[dx]. 
However, these fail to be variance free, so they are outside the scope of the 
present study. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let G be an amenable subgroup of the affine group of 
R”, 1J a strongly continuous representation of G on a Hilbert space !jj and 
(Ql, . . . . Q,) a covariant n-tupel of symmetric operators defined on a common 
dense domain 9 c $j. Suppose that there is some Hilbert space 5 2 J3 with 
commuting selfadjoint operators Q,, such that Qy r D = QV for v = 1 .. .n. 
Then one may find such a space 5 carrying in addition a unitary representa- 
tion 0 of G with OK r $ = U, ,for all g and with respect to which the tuple 
(Q,, . . . . Q,,) is covariant. 
Proof: The main step will be to construct a fixed point in the 
convex set of “joint resolutions” of (Qr , . . . . Q,,). A joint resolution is a 
special observable over R”, i.e., a positive linear map F: C,(W) + ?B($) 
with II F(f )I1 d II f II m. On the domain B(F)= {cp~~)V~~~.~.,~~(x)* 
(cp, F[dx] cp) < cc } the operators 5(QI;) = f c(x) F[dx] exist as strongly 
convergent integrals. Then F is called a joint resolution of (Qr , . . . . Q,,) 
if F(1) = I and for all t~Aff(R”): [(QF) 3 c(Q) and I]U~(Q)]12 = 
j ~(x)*((P, F[dx] cp). By Proposition 2 this is equivalent to 
R,(&z)(&Q)-z)cp=cp for all LED, t~Aff(R”), and with RF(t,z)= 
F((t --z)) ‘). The set of joint resolutions will be denoted by !JX(Q,, . . . . Q,l). 
Clearly, the joint spectral measure of an n-tuple of commuting selfadjoint 
operators (Q, , . . . . Qn) is a joint resolution of the essentially selfadjoint 
operators Q, r n, dom Q,. By Proposition 2, the existence of 5, Q,, as in 
the hypothesis of the theorem is equivalent to !DI( Q,, . . . . Q,,) # 0. 
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An observable F is called U-covariant, if U,YF(f’) UF = F(fi) with 
fJx) =.f( g-lx) or, equivalently, if it is a fixed point of the action 
(cc,F)(f) = U,*F(f,) U,. Then by covariance of (Q, , . . . . Q,,), we have for 
LED, FEZ, i’EAff(R”), and KEG: 
R&, z) . (t(T) -z) cp = U,*R,(t,, z) U,(I”(T) - =) cp 
=U,*R&,z)(&(T)-z) Ui,cp=U,*U,cp=cp. 
By the assumption of amenability there is an invariant mean m on G, 
i.e., a linear functional on the set of bounded continuous functions 
on G with @ > 0 *m(Q) > 0, m( 1) = 1, and m(@,) = m(Q) = Q(m) with 
D,(h) = @(g ‘h). Consider for every f~ ~,JW), and cp, $ E $ the function 
@(g) = (U,cp, F(f,) U,$> = (cp, a,?F(f) $). Then @ is continuous, since 
U is strongly continuous, and f vanishes at infinity, so that g++j” is 
continuous in norm. Moreover, ) Q(g)1 d // cp /I 2 11 Ic/ II2 I/ f /I Ix. Hence m(Q) 
is defined and determines for every fe &,(R”) a bounded sesquilinear form, 
which can be written as m(Q) = (cp, (CX, F)(f) $) with a bounded operator 
(cz,F)(f). Clearly, a,,,F is an observable with cc,(cc,P) = (x,F), i.e., 
covariant. It is also a resolution of (Q, , . . . . Q,,), since for all cp E a, $ E $j, 
and t~Aff(R”) the function @(g)=($,(cc,F)((5-z)p’)(t(Q)-z)q)= 
($, cp) is constant, and hence (u,F)((t-z)-‘)(4(Q)-z) cp=cp. 
In a final step we may now apply the dilation construction [ 10, 13, 141 
to the U-covariant observable a,F to obtain a Hilbert space 5, a strongly 
continuous representation U of G in &, a U-covariant observable p, which 
is the joint spectral measure of a tuple (Q, , . . . . Q,,) of selfadjoint operators 
and a bounded operator V: 5j + 5 intertwining U and U, such that 
(IX, F)(f) = V*F(,f) V. Since F is normalized, V is an isometry, and we 
may identify Jj with V5j c 5. Since p is a-covariant, (Q, , . . . . Q,,) is likewise 
covariant. 1 
Finally it may be in order to comment on the uniqueness of the dilations 
Q (resp. resolutions F) for a given covariant operator Q. For posing the 
right questions we look for guidance in the dilation theory of symmetric 
operators without covariance condition [ 11, Section 1121. There the dila- 
tion is unique iff the operator Q is maximally symmetric. Moreover, there 
is an index theory for symmetric operators allowing a simple characteriza- 
tion of the maximally symmetric operators. In the present case it is thus 
natural to look at maximally covariant operators Q. admitting no proper 
extension satisfying the covariance condition with the same group U,. 
(Such operators obviously exist by Zorn’s lemma.) It is not true, however, 
that a maximally covariant operator Q has a unique dilation. A simple 
example is constructed in 5 = !i?‘(Z, u I,, dk) with U., as multiplication by 
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exp(ikx) and Q = i(d/dk), were I, and Z2 are disjoint intervals. It is easy to 
show that Q is maximally covariant, by showing that there are no sub- 
spaces in Q*/Q on which the indefinite scalar product of this space 
vanishes and which are invariant under the lifting of the unitary group UiT, 
to Q*/Q. (In the case where both indices of Q are finite, i.e., dim Q*/Q < CC 
there is a complete index theory describing covariant extendability: the 
defect indices n + become functions n + (. ) on the spectrum of U). On 
the other hand, there are two different dilations of Q: one for which 
5 = P2(R, dk) and V is the natural embedding, and another for which the 
dilation construction is carried out separately for the two summands 
of 5 N 2’(Z1, dk)@ 2’(Z,, dk). For both dilations the operators V, = 
j eiH”F[dx] satisfy the semigroup relation V,, VH2 = Vu, + 02 for small 
9,) 8, > 0. However, this relation fails for the first dilation for larger 
parameters 8, since pieces from the first interval “emerge” in the second. 
For the second dilation this connection between different intervals has been 
cut, so V. is indeed a semigroup. In fact, the second dilation is the only one 
with this property, which can again be decided by studying the indices 
n+(k) in Q*/Q. Therefore the interesting analogue of the classical results is 
the following statement: every maximally covariant operator admits exactly 
one resolution F for which VB = j e’““F[dx] (0 > 0) is a semigroup, or 
equivalently, for which R,(z) satisfies the resolvent equation in each half 
plane separately . However, both existence (proven for the case of one finite 
defect index of Q in [4]) and uniqueness seem to be non-trivial problems 
for general Q, which the author hopes to clarify in a future study. 
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